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THE MANUFACTORY OF THE 
VERY FINEST WATCH WINDERS

INDIVIDUALITY

Your watch collection is an expression of your persona-

lity. Choose a watch winder that reflects your personal 

style and fits your lifestyle perfectly. Chronovision watch 

winders set no limits to your individuality. Flexibly adapt 

the features and materials of your favorite model to your 

own taste. Or you can have an exclusive unique specimen 

made to your specifications in our in-house manufactory. 

PROTECTION

By choosing a Chronovision watch winder, you are 

choosing an object that will keep your personal 

valuables safe for generations. It protects your 

treasures of the time from dust and scratches - and if 

necessary, also from unwanted access. Every single 

detail of our watch winders is designed to preserve 

the value of your precious timepieces over time - from 

the safe storage and removal of the watches to the 

particularly gentle winding of the movement.

COMFORT

It simply feels good to open your Chronovision watch 

winder in the morning and spontaneously put on the 

watch that suits your mood. No winding, no tedious 

setting of time, date, moon phases, etc. Your favorite 

watch is always ready for action and optimally wound 

according to the needs of the respective movement. 

Making your watch collection an even greater pleasure.

PERFECTION

Our customers are just like us: Perfectionists. Our drive 

is to exceed even your very highest demands. That is why 

we develop and produce our watch winders ourselves - 

in our own manufactory in Halver in Germany. Over the 

years, we have designed a unique and globally unique 

product and have managed to acquire extensive manu-

facturing know-how. Our watch winders set standards 

– from the high quality of the materials to the intuitive

control. Find your perfect Chronovision watch winder.
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SOPHISTICATED FUNCTIONALITY 

IN A PERFECT FORM

INNOVATION
INDIVIDUAL ROTATION SETTINGS

Chronovision watch winders wind each watch gently 

and precisely adapted to the movement, so that the 

spring tension is always in the ideal range. In order to 

make this possible, each individual module has its own 

independently controllable motor for the rotation. The 

rotation movement – right, left or both sides – can be set 

individually, as can the number of revolutions per day: 

This is set between 500  and 2,650 revolutions in steps of 

50. The internal clock starts the program every full hour.

SYNCHRONIZATION

Technology and aesthetics harmonize in perfect 

unison in Chronovision watch winders. The patented 

„ChronoSync“ function ensures that several individual 

modules combine to form a single system and coordinate 

their rotations. Just like ballet dancers, the watches 

rotate absolutely synchronously. When a watch winder 

has reached the required number of revolutions, the 

rotor stops at the twelve o’clock position. This makes 

the presentation of high-quality automatic watches a 

feast for the eyes – especially in conjunction with the 

16-step controllable ambiance or interior lighting.

QUICK WIND AND INTELLIGENT 
SLEEPING PHASE 

You have not moved one of your automatic watches for 

a long time? Then the fast winding mechanism quickly 

and gently applies the necessary tension to the tension 

spring. If you want complete silence at certain times, for 

example at night, activate the intelligent sleep phase: 

The already extremely quiet motors will then 

stop working for the period you have set. 

The control remembers the missing rotations in 

order to make up for them automatically by exten-

ding the individual intervals in the active phase.
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MODULARITY

Whether single or multiple winder: Each Chronovision 

watch winder consists of individually controllable modules 

that communicate intelligently with each other. This mo-

dular principle makes it possible, for example, to assemble 

a centrally controllable system from several single-mo-

vement Chronovision One series motors. On the other 

hand, it is guaranteed that even in a large design piece like 

the Grand Momentum, up to 64 watches can be moved 

individually and completely independently of each other.

POWER SUPPLY

Chronovision watch winders alternatively draw their 

energy from the power grid or from a battery. This 

allows you to wind your automatic watches in pla-

ces where there is no power outlet nearby.    

FASTENING

Often the small details reveal great quality. This applies 

particularly to the universal watch clasp of the Chronovision 

watch winders, on which women’s and men’s watches 

with large crowns and up to 60 mm in diameter can be 

positioned comfortably and securely. Stainless steel ball 

catches ensure a secure hold for the watch clasps. 

High-quality velour protects glass and 

other refined watch backs.

DESIGN 

With their clear, unadorned and elegant design, Chro-

novision watch winders blend harmoniously into any 

stylish living environment. Whether with wood lacquer, 

piano lacquer or aluminium bezel, whether in high-gloss 

optics or matt: watch lovers have a wealth of high-qua-

lity materials and designs at their disposal to configure 

a fine watch winder according to their personal ideas. 

We are also happy to manufacture individu-

al pieces on request. Please contact us!

QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY 

All Chronovision watch winders consist of high-quality 

components whose quality is continuously control-

led. We assemble these in small series or as indivi-

dual pieces in our own manufactory with great care 

and in accordance with the strict German standards. 

In order to guarantee the longevity of our modules, 

we test them with watches weighing 300 grams. 

The driving force is provided by an extremely quiet motor 

that ran smoothly for more than 9,000 hours in the stress 

test with a watch – this corresponds to an operating time 

of around 16 years at 900 revolutions. Because we are 

convinced of the high quality and longevity of our watch 

winders, we grant an extended warranty of three years.
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FOLLOW YOUR INTUITION

CHRONOVISION 
CONNECT APP
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FOLLOW YOUR INTUITION

CHRONOVISION 
CONNECT APP

SOPHISTICATED CONTROL SYSTEM

The new version of the Chronovision Connect App 

for Android, iOS, PC and Mac takes the intuitive 

operation of watch winders to an all-new level. 

After the app has connected to the desired Chrono-

vision device via Bluetooth®, you can start and stop 

all or individual modules with a single touch. The 

matrix view enables the clear selection of the modu-

les in multiple winders in order to program them.

Thanks to the comprehensive watch database, it is often 

sufficient to select the respective watch model in the 

module options in order to make the correct rotation 

settings. You can also enter the settings yourself quickly 

and easily. The fast winding mechanism for each individual 

watch can be triggered just as conveniently. 

In the device options, you can adjust the interior lighting 

almost continuously, program the intelligent sleep phase 

and switch the button lighting on or off. The integrated 

memory ensures that program data such as direction 

of rotation and number of revolutions are constantly 

maintained. This way, you will have no worries even 

in the event of a power failure.
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EMPIRE
Our „Monuments of Time“ are 

freestanding design objects and 

watch winders in one. Their elegant 

and modern appearance as well 

as their functionality, thought 

through down to the very last 

detail, are simply impressive.

The Empire series adds another 

aspect to this: discrete security. 

When closed, the object appears as a 

decorative pedestal that does not hint 

at its inner values. Only by touching 

the invisible buttons embedded 

in the wood does the body gently 

extend upwards and reveal its watch 

winder technology for 16 watches. 

The multi-stage, dimmable LED interior 

lighting ensures that your watches 

always come into their own. Of course 

the lighting is adjustable with the app.

finishes and refined functionality.

The series Empire offers the following options for 

customization (Details page 86): 

 » BODY: LACQUERS

 » INLAY: LACQUERS, VENEERS, LEATHER , VELOUR

 » PANEL: LACQUERS, VELOUR, VENEERS 

EMPIRE

Inlay Carbon High-Gloss 
Panel Carbon High-Gloss 
55 x 110 (172) x 41 cm (WxHxD) 

Body White High-Gloss
70050-102.17.13

Body Black High-Gloss 
70050-102.17.10 



COLLECTOR OF TIME  EMPIRE
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The secret compartment under 

the lid offers you the possibility 

to store smaller valuables such 

as keys, writing instruments, 

other watches or jewelry. 

A mirror with a fine polished 

accent is embedded in the inside 

of the lid. Chronovision Empire 

sets special accents in your home 

with its versatile and high-quality 

finishes and refined functionality.

EMPIRE ChronoVidual

Inlay Grolegio High-Gloss 121
Panel Grolegio High-Gloss 121 
Body White High-Gloss

70050-102.99.99 
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MOMENTUM
The watch winders of the Momentum series are 

impressively large, functional pieces designed for 

ambitious collectors. As monuments of time, they 

form the glittering focal point of exclusive rooms. 

Their linear design in noble finishes, the charm of 

the generous glass surfaces and the clarity of the 

line are the expression of a wonderfully rigorous, 

handcrafted structure. Your valuables are hidden 

from view thanks to the privacy glazing. 

Only when the LED lighting illuminates the interior 

does the precious collection of 16 or 32 clocks – 

depending on the design – become visible. The 

security of the watches behind the privacy glass is 

guaranteed by a high-quality finger scanner from the 

security technology that controls the lock system. 

The series Momentum offers the following options for customization  

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY: LACQUERS

 » DRAWER CENTERPIECE: LACQUERS, VENEERS, LEATHER , VELOUR

 » PANEL: LACQUERS, VELOUR, VENEERS 



MONUMENTS OF TIME  MOMENTUM

32

16
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MOMENTUM 16  

Drawer Centerpiece 
Velour Anthracite 
Panel Velour Anthracite 
60 x 218 x 40 cm (WxHxD)

Body White Silk
70050-170.12

Korpus Black High-Gloss 
70050-170.11

MOMENTUM 32  

Drawer Centerpiece  
Velour Anthracite 
Paneel Velour Anthracite 
60 x 218 x 40 cm (WxHxD)

Body White Silk
70050-171.12

Body Black High-Gloss 
70050-171.11



MONUMENTS OF TIME  MOMENTUM
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In the lower part there are five drawers 

with chrome handles and a three-part 

front. The drawers can be fitted with 

inserts for watches, bracelets, rings, cuffs, 

necklaces and writing instruments to 

suit your personal taste. Optionally, the 

drawers can also be equipped with locks 

that can be connected to the controls 

of the finger scanner (exception: top 

drawer). A tray under the watch winder 

modules enhances convenience when 

putting on and taking off watches and 

jewelry. Chronovision Momentum proves 

true greatness in every single detail.

MOMENTUM 32 ChronoVidual
Inlay Carbon High-Gloss 117
Korpus Black Silk   
Paneel Velour Anthracite  

70050-171.99.99 
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MONUMENTS OF TIME GRAND MOMENTUM
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GRAND 
MOMENTUM

64
Our masterpiece of the Grand Momentum series 

combines all the advantages of the Momentum series 

and makes it even greater in size. It offers a fantastic 

stage for extensive watch collections and gives you, 

the owner, the opportunity to stage a magnificent 

performance: Thanks to the patented „ChronoSync“ 

function, up to 64 automatic watches rotate 

absolutely synchronously like a perfectly tuned ballet. 

A sight that inevitably fascinates and inspires.

The series Grand Momentum offers the following options for customization  

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY: LACQUERS

 » DRAWER CENTERPIECE: LACQUERS, VENEERS, LEATHER , VELOUR

 » PANEL: LACQUERS, VELOUR, VENEERS 
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GRAND MOMENTUM 64  

Drawer Centerpiece 
Velour Anthracite 
Panel Velour Anthracite 
107 x 218 x 40 cm (WxHxD)

Body Black Silk
70050-176.10

Body Black High-Gloss 
70050-176.11
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Body White Silk 
70050-176.12

Body White High-Gloss 
70050-176.13
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SOOTHINGLY SAFE  EXCITINGLY BEAUTIFUL

GUARDIANS 
OF TIME
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Our guardians of time preserve what is of 

lasting value to you. Jewelry that is precious 

not only because of its precious material 

and artistic design, but also because of the 

special memories associated with it. 

Treasures whose fascination is everlasting and 

whose sight we enjoy on special occasions. It‘s a 

good feeling to know that these treasures are safe. 

Shielded from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. 

Stored for unique moments of happiness – in 

a place that bears your individual signature. 

A feeling that makes you sleep well at night. And 

that in the morning - when you open the safe with a 

touch of your finger to put on a watch or a piece of 

jewelry - it involuntarily brings a smile to your face.
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ALL POSSIBILITIES 
NO COMPROMISES

DESIGN SAFES FOR THE MOST 
DISCERNING OF DEMANDS

Uncompromising safety combined 

with noble, purist and individual 

design. With their robust yet stylish 

body, reliable locking mechanism 

and variable and esthetically 

pleasing interior, our watch safes 

are the ideal storage place for the 

most valuable automatic watches 

and other personal treasures. 

INDIVIDUALITY 
WITH SYSTEM

The size, finish, coloring and security 

class of the safes are determined 

entirely by the needs of their 

future owners. The modular safe 

concept enables our customers 

to create individual safes quickly 

and easily - even without any 

special previous knowledge in 

the field of security technology. 

The layout of the interior can be 

chosen as individually as the material 

of the interior lining. LEDs illuminate 

the interior automatically when the 

doors are opened. The wide range of 

pre-defined colors and finishes makes 

it easy for you to match the design of 

your safes to your home environment 

and aesthetic preferences. 

If you have a design idea of your 

own, we will be happy to take 

up your suggestion. Since each 

Chronovision watch safe is handmade 

in our manufactory, there are no 

limits regarding individualization.
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FASCINATION IN 
EVERY SIZE

SIZE H4  

10 levels 
Height up to 154 cm
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We offer you our Guardians of 

Time in three different sizes, which 

are equipped with five to eleven 

modular levels in the interior. 

Furthermore, we are in a 

position to manufacture tailor-

made design safes individually 

according to your requirements. 

Talk to us!

GUARDIANS OF TIME  SIZE

SIZE H4  

10 levels
Height up to 154 cm

SIZE H3  

8 levels 
Height up to 131 cm

SIZE H2  

5 levels 
Height up to 94 cm
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THE INTERIOR 

THE MODULAR  
TREASURE TROVE

The modular interior of our design 

safes can be individually adapted to 

your wishes. It combines a variable 

number of watch winders to fit exactly

and, if desired, with drawers 

or a showcase module. 

The design of the interior can be 

individually selected in terms of 

color and material. You can choose 

between types of various genuine 

leather and high-quality velvet suede.

These precious materials are 

harmoniously combined with the 

attractive design and well thought-

out details such as the tray, which 

serves as a convenient storage 

space for watches and jewelry. 

So that your treasures always appear 

in the best light, LEDs automatically 

illuminate the interior of the safe 

optimally when the doors are 

opened and can also be controlled 

using the Chronovision App. 

LOCK

A high-gloss chrome finger scan lock 

provides convenient access to your 

personal treasure trove. In addition to 

a master fingerprint (administrator), 

up to 99 other fingerprints can be 

registered. Alternatively, the safes are 

available with a digital combination 

lock or a mechanical double-bit lock. 

Both the fingers scan lock and the 

digital combination lock have a me-

chanical revision so that the safe can 

also be opened with a key if required.

COMFORTABLE OPENING 
AND CLOSING VIA 
FINGER SCAN

You don‘t have to remember a 

code to be on the safe side.

CERTIFIED SECURITY  

All Guardians of Time are EN-1143-

1 certified. The resistance class of 

our safes can be adjusted up to 

Class 4 depending on the model.

 These classes are used by insurance 

undertakings as a guideline for 

determining the insurable extent. 

VDS-CLASSES 

VDS I   < 65.000 € 

VDS II  < 100.000 € 

VDS III < 200.000 €

VDS IV < 400.000 €



GUARDIANS OF TIME  INTERIOR
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GUARDIANS OF TIME  INTERIOR 

DRAWERS AND 
SHOWCASES

The drawers have chrome handles 

and are self-closing. Depending on 

the model, the drawer front is either 

one-piece or three-part.  

Special drawer inserts are optionally 

available for the stylish storage of 

rings and cuffs, other watches, 

pens, bracelets and necklaces. 

According to your wishes, a 

showcase module with LED lighting 

can be integrated in exchange 

for three drawers. The removal of 

the glass bottom allows to stand 

folders upright in the open area. 

DRAWERS

For colliers For rings and cufflinksFor 10 watch bracelets 
and chains

For 10 watches For 10 writing 
instruments

SIZE OF SAFE

max. 5 x 

max. 5 x

max. 1 x

max. 8 x

max. 8 x

max. 2 x

max. 10 x

max. 10 x

max. 3  x

Row with 4 Watch Winders 
(1 level)

Drawer 
(1 level)

Showcase (3 levels)

H2 H3 H4
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» 12 Watch Winders

»  2 Drawers

» 8 Watch Winders

» 3 Drawers

» 16 Watch Winders

» 4 Drawers

» 16 Watch Winders

» 3 Drawers

» 1 Showcase

» 32 Watch Winders

» 2 Drawers

INTERIOR VARIATIONS

» 12 Watch Winders

»  2 Drawers

»  1 Showcase

» 24 Watch Winders

» 4 Drawers



GUARDIANS OF TIME  KOMBINATIONEN
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SIZE H2

» 5 LEVELS FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Standard: 2 rows watch winders  

(8 modules) and 3 drawers.

SIZE H3

» 8 LEVELS FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Standard: 2 rows watch winders  

(8 modules) and 6 drawers.

SIZE H4

» 10 LEVELS FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Standard: 2 rows watch winders  

(8 modules) and 8 drawers. 
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WILD 
NATURE
WELCOME TO THE PREMIER 

CLASS OF SAFES. 

A PIECE OF REAL WILDERNESS IN 

THE COMFORT OF YOUR HOME.



GUARDIANS OF TIME  WILD NATURE
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WILD NATURE

The sidewalls of Chronovision Wild 

Nature are made of solid Douglas 

fir with a material thickness 

between 50 and 80 mm. 

As no two trees are alike, each 

Chronovision Wild Nature is 

unique. In the center there is a 

flow-like pattern of epoxy resin 

with color particles in green 

or blue. The black high-gloss 

lacquered safe body creates an 

exciting contrast to the wood. 

The Douglas fir veneered interior 

of the safe door bridges the gap 

to the exterior design. The rest 

of the interior is lined with high-

quality velvet velour in anthracite. 

On the top side of the safe 

there is a solid glass pane that 

can be used as a shelf.

The series Wild Nature offers the following options for 

customization (Details page 86): 

 » RESIN: BLUE OR GREEN

 » SAFE FRONT: PAINT 

 » INTERIOR: LEATHER, VELOUR 

WILD NATURE RESIN BLUE 
Size  H3

Resin: Blue

Safe Front: Paint Black High-Gloss

Interior: Velour Anthracite

85 x 130 x 67 cm (WxHxD)

ca. 750 Kg

70050-347.H3.A13



The series Majesty offers the following options for customization 

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY: VENEER

 » SAFE FRONT: PAINT

 » INTERIOR: LEATHER, VELOUR

31

MAJESTY
Chronovision Majesty captivates 

at first glance with its fine wood 

finish. A wooden coat covered 

with high-quality veneers encloses 

the entire body with the excepti-

on of the front, which is finished 

with several layers of lacquer. 

The veneer is picked up on the inside 

of the door. The rest of the interior and 

the center section of the drawer is 

lined with fine velvet velour or leather.



GUARDIANS OF TIME  MAJESTY
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GUARDIANS OF TIME  MAJESTY
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MAJESTY PRESTIVO 

Size H3

Body: Veneer Prestivo High-Gloss
Safe Front: Paint Black High-Gloss  
Interior: Velour Anthracite

73 x 131 x 67 cm (WxHxD)
approx.: 580 Kg

70050-360.H3.A15
MAJESTY AUROSSO 

Body: Veneer Aurosso High-Gloss

70050-360.A16
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DUKE

Well equipped for sure: This safe is made to fit 

easily into the most exquisite home interiors. 

Its handcrafted cover of thick upholstered 

leather is reminiscent of the Chesterfield 

style of classic English seating furniture. 

Each square is sewn together in precise 

manual work, each button is covered with 

leather to create an incomparable look. 

Inside you can see high-quality leather 

again. A fine, all-round decorative seam 

on the inside door underlines the elegance 

of this fascinating design object.

The series Duke offers the following options for customization 

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY: LEATHER

 » SAFE FRONT: PAINT

 » INTERIOR: LEATHER, VELOUR

 » EMBROIDERY: YARN

 »
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DUKE LEATHER VINTAGE BROWN

Size H3

Body: Leather Vintage Brown

Safe Front: Paint Ivory High-Gloss

Interior: Leather Vintage Brown

Embroidery: Yarn Sand

75 x 129 x 63 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 370 Kg

70050-302.H3.A1
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DUKE LEATHER BLACK

Size H2

Body: Leather Black

Safe Front: Paint Black High-Gloss  

Interior: Leather Sand

Embroidery: Yarn Sand

75 x 92 x 63 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 300 Kg

70050-302.H2.A2
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An object of classic elegance, so 

beautiful that it can be presented 

on any stage in the world. 

The Avantgarde safe is a testimony 

to exquisite taste and attention to 

detail. It is completely wrapped in 

high-quality leather and has a fine 

decorative seam on the surrounding 

edges and on the safe door. 

The interior door is lined in an 

elaborate process and provided 

with an elegant diamond pattern.

The series Avantgarde offers the following options for 

customization (Details page 86): 

 » BODY: LEATHER

 » EMBROIDERY OUTSIDE: YARN

 » DOOR REBATE: VELOUR 

 » INTERIOR: LEATHER, VELOUR

 » EMBROIDERY INSIDE: YARN 

AVANTGARDE

AVANTGARDE  
LEATHER BURGUNDY

Size H4

Body: Leather Burgundy

Embroidery Outside: Yarn Sand

Door Rebate: Velour Anthracite

Interior: Velour Sand

Embroidery Inside: Yarn Burgundy

66 x 146 x 60 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 450 Kg

70050-331.H4.A8



GUARDIANS OF TIME  AVANTGARDE
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AVANTGARDE  
LEATHER BLACK

Size H4

Body: Leather Black

Embroidery Outside: Yarn White

Door Rebate: Velour Anthracite

Interior: Leather Light Brown

Embroidery Inside: Yarn Sand

66 x 146 x 60 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 450 Kg

70050-331.H4.A7
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OSIRIS
Reliable guardian of your treasures 

and design object in one:  

The pronounced tailored multi-part 

genuine leather upholstery gives the 

Chronovision Osiris a special allure. 

Depending on the color selection 

of the main and accent leather, 

you can adapt its appearance to 

your individual taste: from classic-

elegant to sporty-modern. 

The elegantly finished interior 

elegantly continues the 

outer contours with a finely 

circumferential decorative 

seam on the inner safe door. 

The series Osiris offers the following options for customization 

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY MAIN COLOUR: LEATHER 

 » BODY ACCENT COLOUR: LEATHER 

 » EMBROIDERY OUTSIDE: YARN 

 » DOOR REBATE:  VELOUR 

 » INTERIOR: VELOUR 

 » EMBROIDERY INSIDE: YARN



GUARDIANS OF TIME  OSIRIS
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OSIRIS LEATHER 
BLACK / YELLOW

Size H3

Body Main Colour: Leather Black

Body Accent Colour: Leather Yellow

Embroidery Outside: Yarn Yellow

Door Rebate: Velour Anthracite

Interior: Velour Anthracite

Embroidery Inside: Yarn Yellow

72 x 127 x 63 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 370 Kg

70050-335.H3.A10
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GUARDIANS OF TIME  DAYTONA
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It was no coincidence that the Daytona 

from Chronovision was inspired by a 

legendary race track: The design of this 

safe is simply breathtaking. Construction 

with safety and security The safe is sanded, 

primed, lacquered in several layers 

and polished for finish in an elaborate 

process. The interior is lined with high-

quality leather or fine velvet velour. 

The outer sides of the three-part drawer 

front pick up the body color, while 

the center layer adopts the interior 

material. Another highlight is the 

elaborate, racing inspired diamond 

embroidery on the inside of the door. 

DAYTONA
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DAYTONA  
GREY HIGH-GLOSS

Size H3

Body: Paint Grey High-Gloss

Interior: Velour Anthracite

Embroidery: Yarn Cyan

69 x 129 x 67 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 540 Kg

70050-313.H3.A4
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The series Daytona offers the following options for customization 

(Details page 86): 

 » BODY: PAINT

 » INTERIOR: LEATHER, VELOUR 

 » EMBROIDERY: YARN 

DAYTONA  
BURGUNDY HIGH-GLOSS

Size H3

Body: Paint Burgundy High-Gloss

Interior: Velour Anthracite

Embroidery: Yarn Burgundy

69 x 129 x 67 cm (WxHxD)

approx. 540 Kg

70050-313.H3.A5
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For all those who want to define 

their own appearance, we offer 

the Bespoken of Time series. 

Bespoke means: We will build 

exactly the watch winder you 

want in consultation with you 

– independent of all material

and shape specifications. 

An individual sideboard, a 

solid wood safe, a wardrobe 

with integrated design safe 

– everything is possible.

For us, the passion for watch 

winders is inseparably linked 

with the enthusiasm for 

producing furniture. 

Our modern carpenter‘s workshop 

has special know-how in the field of 

veneer and solid wood processing. 

Due to the regional cooperation 

with specialized companies from 

the metal and natural stone 

processing, we are able to fulfill 

almost every wish of our customers. 

This includes the integration of 

our Chronovision watch winder 

modules into existing furniture. 

We look forward to 

your challenge!

FASCINATING UNIQUE PIECES    

INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED ACCORDING TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

BESPOKEN OF TIME 

BESPOKE MARBLEWALL
48 Chronovision watch winders  
included in a solid marble panel.



BESPOKEN OF TIME
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FASCINATING UNIQUE PIECES   

INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED ACCORDING TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

BESPOKEN OF TIME 

BESPOKE MARBLEWALL
48 Chronovision watch winders 
included in a solid marble panel.

INTERIEURS OF TIME 

You already have a precious 

piece of furniture and would 

like the perfect integration of a 

high-quality watch winder into 

your existing space? Our Inte-

rieurs of Time series produces 

the appropriate fitting for you. 

You tell us the interior dimen-

sions available (width, height, 

depth, diagonal) as well as 

the desired number of watch 

winder modules. You will then 

receive a quote and technical 

drawing from us for approval.

BESPOKEN OF TIME 
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Collectors of Time, Monuments 

of Time and Guardians of Time 

are exclusive design furniture, 

which we have brought to series 

maturity in a careful development 

process lasting several months. 

But the final appearance of 

these exclusive watch winders 

and design safes is up to you. 

Approximately one hundred 

different versions are available. 

Configure the model of your 

choice using the material and 

color options presented here.

The Chronovidual Box shows 

which parts of the model could 

be individually altered.

Colours in the original may 

differ slightly from the printed 

colours in this catalogue. 

For a real haptic impression and 

true colours we recommend our 

Chronovidual sample folder with 

the original veneers, lacquers, 

leather samples and yarns.

Configure the model of your choice using the material 

and colour options presented here. 

 » BODY: LACQUERS

 » INLAY: LACQUERS, VENEERS, LEATHER , VELOUR

 » PANEL: LACQUERS, VELOUR, VENEERS  

Veneer Carbon High-Gloss 17

SOPHISTICATED FUNCTIONALITY IN A PERFECT FORM 

CHRONOVIDUAL

 » INLAY

 » BODY

 » PANEL



CHRONOVIDUAL  VENEERS
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Aurosso High-Gloss 112

Aurosso Silk 91

Oliva High-Gloss 133

Oliva Silk 132

Valerio High-Gloss 117

Valerio Silk 118

Grolegio High-Gloss 121

Grolegio Silk 122

Prestivo High-Gloss 119

Prestivo Silk 120

Lesopia High-Gloss 79

Lesopia Silk 78

Linea High-Gloss 113

Linea Silk 114

Vakuro High-Gloss 115

Vakuro Silk 116

Ebony High-Gloss 89

Ebony Silk 90

VENEERS

CHRONOVIDUAL  VENEERS

SOPHISTICATED FUNCTIONALITY IN A PERFECT FORM 

CHRONOVIDUAL
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Black 80

Anthracite 130

Burgundy 82

Black High-Gloss 10

Grey High-Gloss 128

Burgundy High-Gloss 127

Sand 70

Champagne 88

White 86

Blue High-Gloss 126

Green High-Gloss 125

Red High-Gloss 141

Black Marine 85

Dark Green 84

Mokka 81

White High-Gloss 13

Ivory High-Gloss 129

Orange High-Gloss 123

VELOURS

LACQUERS

CHRONOVIDUAL  LACQUERS & VELOURS

Black Silk (11) and White Silk (12) are optional



CHRONOVIDUAL  LEATHER & YARNS
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Sand 42

Grey 134

Vintage Brown 92

Dark Brown 93

Marine 94

Yellow 108

Light Brown 107

Pink 138

Burgund 111

Black 100

Anthracite 101

Carbon 135

Light Green 139

Yellow 97

Red 96

White 102Red 104

Dark Brown 110

Black 37 

Dark Green 98

Orange 83

Light Brown 47

Burgundy 95

Light Green 140

Sand 103

Orange 109

Dark Green 137

Cyan 106

Marine 105

LEATHER

YARNS

CHRONOVIDUAL  LEATHER & YARNS
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